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Android module dependency compile

The Android library is structurally the same as the Android app unit. It can include everything it takes to create an application, including source code, resource files, and android statement. However, instead of assembling them in an APK that runs on a device, the Android library collects them in the Android Archive File (AAR) that you can use as a dependency for the Android app unit. Unlike JAR files, AAR files offer the following
functions for Android apps: AAR files can contain Android resources and a statement file, which allows you to collect shared resources such as layouts and drawables as well as Java chapters and methods. AAR files can contain C/C++ libraries for use by the application unit's C/C++ code. The library module is useful in the following cases: when you create multiple applications that use the same components, such as activities,
services, or user interface layouts. When you create an application that exists in several forms of APK, such as a free and paid version, you need the same basic components in both. In either case, just transfer the files you want to reuse to a library unit and then add the library as a dependency for each application unit. This page teaches you how to do both. Create a library module to create a new library module in your project,
continue as follows: Click file &gt; new &gt; new module. In the window to create a new module that appears, click the Android library, and then click next. There is also an option to create a Java library, which builds a traditional JAR file. While the JAR file is useful for many projects — especially when you want to share code with other platforms — it doesn't allow you to include Android resources or graphs, which is very useful for
reusing code in Android projects. So this guide focuses on creating Android libraries. Give a name to the library and select the lowest SDK version of the code in the library, and then click Quit. Once the Gradle project synchronization is complete, the library module appears in the Project panel on the left. If you don't see the new module folder, make sure it's viewed by Android. Convert an application module to a library unit if you have
an application module that exists with all the code you want to reuse, you can convert it to a library unit as follows: Open a build.gradle file at the module level. Delete the Id app line. Only the Android app unit can define this. At the top of the file, you should see the following: 'com.android.application' change it to the following: plugin app: 'com.android.library' save the file and click file &gt; sync the project with the Jardel files. That's it.
The entire structure of the unit remains the same, but it now functions as an Android library and now builds an AAR file instead of aPK. When you want to create an AAR file, select the library module in the project window, and click Create &gt; Build APK. Add the library as a dependency to use the Android library icon in another app module, go ahead as follows: Add To your project in any of the following ways (if you create a library
unit within the same project, then already there and you can skip this step): add a previously created AAR (or JAR) file: click file &gt; new &gt; new module. Click Import. Neighbour/. The AAR package then clicks next. Enter the localized AAR or JAR file site and then click Quit. Android Studio creates a module directory, copies AAR into the module, and generates a build.gradle file for AR/JAR, with the following contents:
configurations.maybeCreate (default) artifacts.add (default, file ('libraryName') import the library module with the source code to your project (the library source becomes part of your project): click file &gt&gt; module import unit. Enter the library module directory site and click End. The library unit is copied with source code to your project, so that you can already edit the library code. If you want to keep one copy of the library code, this
is probably what you want, and you should instead add the translated AAR file as described above. Make sure that the library is listed at the top of the settings.gradle file, as shown here for a library called My-Library-module: Include 'app', 'My-Library-module', open the build.gradle file for the application unit and add a new line to the dependency block as described in the following snippet: #My-Library-module} In this example above,
the configuration of the application adds a library module called the library module as a building dependency for the entire application module. If you want instead the library only for a particular build variable, then instead of executing, use buildVariantNameImplementation. For example, if you want to include the library only in the flavor of your pro product, it looks like this: productFlavors {pro {} Dependencies { Implementation Project
{:My Library Unit) } Any code and resources in the Android library can now be accessed from your application unit, and the AAR file library bundled in your APK at the time of construction. However, if you want to share the AAR file separately, you can find it in the project name/module name/build/outputs/aar/ and you can recreate it by clicking Build &gt; Make the project. Note: To learn more about dependency management, read the
use of dependency management that recognizes variables. Choose resources to make all resources in a virtual public library. To make all resources implicitly private, at least one specific attribute must be defined as generic. Resources include all files in the project/res directory, such as images. To prevent library users from accessing resources for internal use only, this automatic special mapping mechanism must be used by
declaring one or more public resources. Alternately, you can make all resources private by adding an empty tag that doesn't distinguish anything as generic, making everything else (all resources) private. For an announcement. Resource, add &lt;public&gt; definition to the public library file.xml. If you haven't added public resources before, you need to create a public file.xml in the library directory. The following example is to create two
generic string resources with mylib_app_name names and &lt;resources&gt; &lt;public name=mylib_app_name type=string&gt;public name=mylib_public_string=type&gt;&lt;/public&gt;mylib_public_string: You must make public any resources that you want to keep visible to your library developers. Implicitly making attributes prevent library users from encountering suggestions to complete code from internal library resources, but also
allows you to rename or remove private resources without cutting off library clients. Private resources are filtered from completing the code, and Lint warns you when you try to refer to a private resource. When you create a library, gradle Android gets general resource definitions and extracts them in the public file.txt, which is then filled into the AAR file. While developing library modules and child applications, be aware of the following
behaviors and limitations. Once you add references to library units to the Android app unit, you can set their relative priority. At creation time, libraries are integrated with one app at a time, ranging from the lowest priority to the highest. Conflict ing resources, building tools combine resources from a library unit with those of the child application module. If a specific resource ID is defined in both units, the resource is used from the
application. If conflicts occur between multiple AAR libraries, the resource from the listed library is first used in the dependency list (toward the top of the dependency block). To avoid resource conflicts for common resource IDs, consider using a prefix or other consistent naming system that is unique to the module (or unique across all project modules). In multi-module structures, JAR dependencies are handled by transgressive books
when jar dependency is added to a library project that outputs AAR, and JAR is processed by the library module and packaged with its AAR. However, if your project includes a library unit that is consumed by an application module, the local JAR dependency application unit of the library is treated as a transitory dependency. In this case, the local JAR is processed by the application unit that consumes it, not by the library unit. This is
to speed up the incremental build that results from changes to the code for a library. Any Java resource conflicts resulting from local JAR dependencies must be resolved in the application unit that consumes the library. The library module can rely on an external JAR library that you can develop a library unit based on an external library. (For example, the External Maps Library.) In this case, the child app must be built against a target
that includes an external library (e.g., Google &lt;/public&gt;Add-on). Note also that both the library module and the child application must identify the external library in its statement files, in an item.lt;uses-library&gt; The minSdkVersion application unit must be equal or larger than the version specified by the library that the library is assembled as part of the application module, so the APIs used in the library unit must be compatible with
the platform version supported by the application unit. Each library unit creates its own R class when you create child application units, library units are grouped into an AAR file and added to the application unit. Therefore, each library has its own class R, named based on the name of the library package. The R class generated from the main module and the library unit is generated in all required packages, including the main module
package, and library packages. If you have a library project that you use to create and publish AAR, you can add the ProGuard configuration file to your library structure configuration and the Android Gradle plug-in applies the ProGuard rules that you have selected. Build tools include this file within the AAR file that was created for the library module. When you add the library to the application unit, the ProGuard file in the library is
attached to the ProGuard configuration file (proguard.txt) from the application unit. By including a ProGuard file in your library module, you ensure that your library-based application modules do not need to manually update their ProGuard files to use your library. When Android Studio creates your app, it uses directions from both the app unit and the library. Therefore, there is no need to run the compiler on the library in a separate
step. To add ProGuard rules to the library project, you must select the file name with consumerProguardFiles, within the default setting block of the library build.gradle file. For example, the following snippet sets lib-proguard rules.txt as the library's ProGuard configuration file: Android {DefaultConfig {consumerProguardFiles' lib-proguard rules.txt} } ... } However, if your library module is part of a multi-module structure that is grouped
into an APK and does not create an AAR, you must run code that shrinks on the application unit that consumes the library only. To learn more about ProGuard rules and their use, read downsizing, obfuscating, and improving the app. The library unit test is the same as the application test and the main difference is that the library and its dependencies are automatically included in the books of the Test APK. This means that the APK test
includes not only its own code, but also the Library AAR and all its dependencies. Because there is no separate application under test, androidtest installation of the task (and cancel) only the APK test. When multiple statement files are merged, Gradle follows the default priority order and integrates the library statement into the main APK test &lt;/uses-library&gt;The anatomy of the AAR file supplement to the AAR file is .aar, and the
type of artifact should be aar maven as well. The file itself is a compressed file. The only mandatory entry is /AndroidManifest.xml. Additionally, the AAR file may include one or more of the following optional entries: /classes.jar/res/R.txt/year/.txt/assets/libs/name.jar/jni/abi_name/name.so (where abi_name is an ABIs device supported by Android) / proguard.txt / lint.jar/api.jar / Ready to export local libraries
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